Host Tim says:
<<<Resume mission, 10102.11; reunion>>>

Host CO_Spencer says:
::on the bridge looking at the view screen speaking to Pez::

XO_OMallory says:
::on Bridge::

FCO_Adams says:
::sitting at the helm checking the ETA to Pez' ship::

Pez says:
@::delighted watching the scrumptious captain on his blurry screen::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::in the bridge, at SCI 1, running sensor sweeps in the area::

TO_Baggins says:
:: on the bridge at Tac 2 ::

CTO_Hunter says:
::on the bridge::

CMO_Llewellyn says:
::waiting to hear word in sickbay::

CTO_Hunter says:
::sees the time::

Host CO_Spencer says:
COM: Pez: Are you ready to beam over.. ? ::sees the smoke::

CEO_Taylor says:
::just finished talking to CMO::

CTO_Hunter says:
TO: Looks like out staff meeting going to be postponed.

XO_OMallory says:
::watches CO talk to Pez::

FCO_Adams says:
XO: Five minutes to the rendezvous sir.

CSO_MacLeod says:
::notices the smoke in Pez' bridge::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::nods at FCO::

CMO_Llewellyn says:
::Smiles thinking about Michael and the expression on his face when he was just in sickbay::

XO_OMallory says:
FCO: Understood.

TO_Baggins says:
:: walks back to Tac 1 ::

CSO_MacLeod says:
CO: Is that what I think it is?

TO_Baggins says:
CTO: I understand.

CTO_Hunter says:
::notices the Ferengi looks a lot like that old earth mouse....Mikey::

Pez says:
@COM: CO: And none too soon if you are finally in range. I do have some... hmmmm... cargo I'm thinking you would like to get Captain.

Pez says:
@::grins::

CEO_Taylor says:
::walks in the corridor, thinking of Heather's hair::

Host CO_Spencer says:
COM Pez: We will be in range in 5 minutes.. do you not have anyone else aboard?

CMO_Llewellyn says:
::Thinks: That was a rather enjoyable look:: ::smiles::

Pez says:
@COM: CO: That's what I wanted to tell you about. There's a stasis chamber with an acquaintance of yours inside. Long story, but I could share it with you over dinner.

Host CO_Spencer says:
COM Pez: Dinner sounds fine... but who do you have?  ::looks confused and looks to the XO::

Host CO_Spencer says:
<w>XO: Are you about ready.. I will inform him in a second.

CEO_Taylor says:
::arrives on the bridge, thinking about Heather's eyes::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::scans Pez ship once again, this time with SRS and sees something::

TO_Baggins says:
CTO: Have notified the rest of the department.

XO_OMallory says:
CTO,CSO,CEO: Report to TR 1.

CEO_Taylor says:
XO: Aye.

CTO_Hunter says:
XO: Aye sir.

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO: Aye, sir.

CTO_Hunter says:
TO: Man tac1. ::in a whisper:: I do not trust the Ferengi......

CEO_Taylor says:
::takes the TL, thinking of Heather's smile::

CTO_Hunter says:
::heads for the TL::

FCO_Adams says:
CSO: I believe the Captain wants a complete scan of the damage to Pez' ship. Can you assist me with that?

CSO_MacLeod says:
FCO: I'm sorry, huh, Lieutenant, but I have to report to the AT.

FCO_Adams says:
::looks disappointed:: CSO: Understood sir.

CMO_Llewellyn says:
::remembers, the intensity in his blue eyes::

CSO_MacLeod says:
CO: Captain, I'm detecting a second life sign in Pez' ship.  A faint sign...

Host CO_Spencer says:
::raises brow and looks to CSO: Alright.. 
FCO: Prepare to send who ever he has to sickbay as well.

FCO_Adams says:
CO: Aye Captain, standing by.

Pez says:
@COM: CO: He said his name is..... hmm...... well he's one of those blue-collared guys.

Host CO_Spencer says:
COM: Pez: A medical person? One of ours? ::meaning Starfleet::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::stands, grabs his science kit and heads to TL::

TO_Baggins says:
::looks at CTO as he walks to TL and realizes he does not trust the Ferengi either::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::nods at CO and smiles to FCO::

XO_OMallory says:
::heads off Bridge to TR::

CMO_Llewellyn says:
::Thinks how she would like to see that expression on Michael's face again::

CSO_MacLeod says:
CEO: Well, well... our old friend Pez...  what does he has for us now?

CEO_Taylor says:
::gets in TR one and waits while thinking of Heather's entire face::

Pez says:
@COM: CO: That he is. A Klingon on top, but pretty serviceable... well, for a Klingon.... you know.....

Host CO_Spencer says:
COM: Pez: I would like to send a team over to access the damage to your ship and begin repairs.  ::smiles sweetly:: Begin them for you ::stops:: A Klingon?

TO_Baggins says:
:: continues to man Tac 1 ::

XO_OMallory says:
::arrives in TR::

XO_OMallory says:
CTO: Weapons for all...

CTO_Hunter says:
XO: Aye sir.

CSO_MacLeod says:
::arrives in TR with the others, steps on transporter pad::

XO_OMallory says:
All: Everyone ready?

CTO_Hunter says:
::grabs phasers for the rest of the team and hands them to them::

CEO_Taylor says:
XO: Phasers, tricorders, engineering kits are all checked out and ready to go.

Pez says:
@COM: CO: Well I have no problem as long as they don't enter the cargo area, which by the way is sealed. ::grins again::

XO_OMallory says:
*CO* Team standing by.

CMO_Llewellyn says:
::wonders where Michael is, figures he is on the bridge, remembers seeing him all last week:: ::sighs::

FCO_Adams says:
CO: Captain, closing on Pez' ship, now at 8000 km.

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO: Science kit, tricorders, ready to go, Commander.

Host CO_Spencer says:
COM: Pez: That will be fine ... ::wonders about the Klingon::
*XO* You may head out..

Pez says:
@COM: CO: Yes, a Klingon. He was wounded during the battle, not gravely.... but I'm not a doctor. So he's in stasis.

CSO_MacLeod says:
::grabs the phaser given by the CTO::

XO_OMallory says:
All: May good fortune be with us

Host CO_Spencer says:
FCO: Aye... contact the transporter room tell them two are beaming to sickbay.

Host CO_Spencer says:
::stands::

CEO_Taylor says:
CSO: Hopefully, nothing... Unfortunately, I think my hopes are too high for him. ::smiles::

CEO_Taylor says:
::steps on the padd::

FCO_Adams says:
::slows to 1/4 impulse:: CO: Aye sir.

Host CO_Spencer says:
*CMO* We are getting a wounded person right from stasis.

CSO_MacLeod says:
::smiles back:: CEO: Hopefully, some answers...

CTO_Hunter says:
::Waits to be beamed::

XO_OMallory says:
TR Chief: Energize.

Pez says:
@::waits::

CMO_Llewellyn says:
*CO* Aye. Are they beaming directly to sickbay?

Host CO_Spencer says:
*CEO* You have the bridge.. 
*CMO* Yes.

Host Tim says:
ACTION: PEZ AND "GUEST" TRANSPORT TO GRYPHON'S SICKBAY

FCO_Adams says:
::contacts the TR:: TR: Two to beam to sickbay from the damaged ship.

Pez says:
::materializes on the Gryphon's sickbay and looks around, slightly disoriented::

FCO_Adams says:
CO: Transport complete sir.

Host CO_Spencer says:
*CEO* I am going down to talk to Pez.. ::heads to the TL::
FCO: Keep a constant lock on our team.

FCO_Adams says:
CO: Aye Captain, transporters locked.

XO_OMallory says:
::waits to transport::

Host Tim says:
ACTION: AWAY TEAM TRANSPORTS TO PEZ' SHIP

CSO_MacLeod says:
::dematerializes::

CMO_Llewellyn says:
::sees Turok, grows concerned::

XO_OMallory says:
@::arrives on Pez' ship::

CSO_MacLeod says:
@::materializes on Pez' ship::

CMO_Llewellyn says:
Pez: Hello. ::begins working on Turok:: What happened to him?

CEO_Taylor says:
::stepped down from the padd before it energized::

CSO_MacLeod says:
@::grabs his tricorder and begins to make some readings::

FCO_Adams says:
::maintains lock on AT and begins her scans of the damaged ship::

CTO_Hunter says:
@::Arrives on Pez' ship::

XO_OMallory says:
@CSO: Ok, get into the computer and see what you can find.

Host CO_Spencer says:
::steps from TL into sickbay::

Pez says:
::eyes appreciative of the CMO:: CMO: Hello... he... ah... he was working on my warp core or something of the sort.

XO_OMallory says:
@CEO: Go to his engine room and see if you can make any repairs.

CEO_Taylor says:
*XO* I have been called for 2nd officer duties, I'm sending Lt(jg) On at my place.

CMO_Llewellyn says:
Pez: You put him in stasis because he is severely injured... yes? Do you know the extent of his injuries?

TO_Baggins says:
:: runs scans of Pez' ship  ::

CSO_MacLeod says:
@XO: Aye sir. ::looking at the tricorder, keeps it and gain access to the computer::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::sees CMO and Pez and.. Klingon in Blue:: CMO: Is that not our crew? :;startled::

CMO_Llewellyn says:
::starts scans on biobed::

CMO_Llewellyn says:
CO: Yes, it is Turok.

CEO_Taylor says:
*EO* Lt(jg) On to TR1, all your At stuff are waiting, join the AT and help out.

CEO_Taylor says:
::gets on the TL::

EO_On says:
*CEO* Aye, sir.

FCO_Adams says:
::scans for weapons signatures::

XO_OMallory says:
@CTO: In any case, see if this ship can defend itself.

CTO_Hunter says:
@XO: Aye sir.

CMO_Llewellyn says:
::starts taking Turok out of stasis slowly, so she can treat his injuries::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::shakes head:: Pez: How did he get on your ship?

CEO_Taylor says:
::gets on the bridge::

CSO_MacLeod says:
@::attempts to get some useful information from the computer, as logs or flight plans::

Pez says:
CMO: Actually, I have no idea how severe they were but it looks like some burns and cracked bones. I just am not familiar with medical techniques.. ::turns as he hears the Captain::
CO: Ah, Captain Spencer... it's such a pleasure to see you again.

EO_On says:
::leaves ME to take a TR1::

FCO_Adams says:
::scans show Cardassian weapons and Starfleet phaser fire::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::looks concerned at Turok:: Pez: A pleasure.. maybe in a few minutes yes.

XO_OMallory says:
@COM: EO: Beam directly to Engineering of this ship and work on repairs.

Pez says:
CO: He's one of yours.... as in your crew? ::eyes open wide:: He just stumbled into the middle of my running away from my pursuers. His shuttle was damaged and I beamed him onboard. Pretty helpful, for a Klingon.

EO_On says:
*CEO* I am on my way to take a transporter; I am taking my ENG Kit with me.

CEO_Taylor says:
*EO* Understood.

CMO_Llewellyn says:
Self: Scans confirm 2nd and 3rd degree burns, and some cracked ribs.

CTO_Hunter says:
@::looks around for what  acts like a tactical panel::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::smiles:: Pez: You were lucky to have him I am sure.

TO_Baggins says:
:: scans come up with two weapons signatures ::

Host CO_Spencer says:
CMO: Is Pez alright enough so that I may speak to him?

CEO_Taylor says:
::gets in the BIG CHAIR::

XO_OMallory says:
@CSO: Whatever you find that will help us send to the Gryphon's computer banks for study.

FCO_Adams says:
::sends the data to the CO's data base and the CSO's console::

CMO_Llewellyn says:
CO: I will check him now, you understand I was concerned about Turok. ::goes to Pez with tricorder::

Pez says:
::hasn't even been scanned, so he grins::

CSO_MacLeod says:
@XO: I'm attempting to get some information, logs or something which may help us... ::taps the computer console::

CMO_Llewellyn says:
::scans Pez::

Host CO_Spencer says:
CMO: I understand yes, maybe another medical person can take one or the other so we may get them both taken care of.

Pez says:
::surrounded by two human females, and being scanned. Doesn't seem that bad::

CTO_Hunter says:
@XO: Shall I conduct a "Safety" inspection of the vessel?

XO_OMallory says:
@CTO: Yes, proceed.  Use caution...

CSO_MacLeod says:
@::finds some logs::

CTO_Hunter says:
@XO: Aye sir.

CEO_Taylor says:
FCO: What is your status?

CMO_Llewellyn says:
CO: Turok will wake soon; I am scanning Pez while Turok is being processed.

EO_On says:
::arrives to TR1::

Host CO_Spencer says:
Pez: DO you feel alright? ::wipes some residue smoke ash from his face::

CMO_Llewellyn says:
CO: Pez looks to be just fine, ::smiles:: maybe a little smoke inhalation...

FCO_Adams says:
CEO: Conducting scans of the damage sir and weapons signatures.

XO_OMallory says:
@::looks around Bridge::

Pez says:
::opens his eyes wide at such a personal gesture from the Captain:: CO: Oh I certainly do.

CSO_MacLeod says:
@XO: Sir, I found something in here, Pez' logs....  It seems Pez went too close to the Cardassian border, met three ships and got shot.

FCO_Adams says:
CEO: Helm is at 100% sir.

CTO_Hunter says:
@::Frowns as he discovers something::

CEO_Taylor says:
FCO: If you would like to go at a SCI console, I'll get an ensign to take your place at the conn...

CTO_Hunter says:
@XO: Sir I found something.

CEO_Taylor says:
FCO: It is as you wish.

Host CO_Spencer says:
::nods at the CMO:: CMO: Then with your permission I shall take him out of here. ::nods at Pez to make sure that is alright::

CMO_Llewellyn says:
CO: Certainly.

EO_On says:
*CEO* Now I am ready to go, where do I have to beam up in the Pez ship?

XO_OMallory says:
@CTO: What do you have?

CSO_MacLeod says:
@XO: The ships seem to be one Cardassian freighter and two light Orion fighters.

TO_Baggins says:
:: runs a scan for any other warp signatures besides federation and Ferengi ::

XO_OMallory says:
@::goes to CTO::

Pez says:
::nods eagerly, ready for some quality time with Spencer:: CMO: A pleasure to meet you. ::takes the Captain's arm to head out of sickbay::

CEO_Taylor says:
*EO* Close to the Away Team, Ed.

CTO_Hunter says:
@::points to the read out on his panel indicating federation weapons used against the ship::

CMO_Llewellyn says:
::goes back to Turok, sees he is coming out of stasis:: Pez: Thank you.

Host CO_Spencer says:
::leads the way, but get right to the point:: Pez: OK what is your cargo? ::stops at the TL::

FCO_Adams says:
::checks on the transporter lock on the AT and adjusts the gain accordingly::

XO_OMallory says:
@CTO: Federation weapons?  Are you certain?

EO_On says:
::energizes::

CTO_Hunter says:
@XO: Yes sir...I’ll try and figure out what type...maybe we can figure out what vessel.

XO_OMallory says:
@CTO: Keep working on it.  I want to know who...

CSO_MacLeod says:
@XO: And that's all I can say so far... most of data is encoded.  Perhaps we can send the information to the Gryphon, our computer certainly will be able to decode it.

XO_OMallory says:
@CSO: Make it so...

CMO_Llewellyn says:
::starts treating MO with dermal regenerators and osteostimulators::

EO_On says:
::materialize with the Away Team::

Pez says:
CO: My cargo is my business, and that's not what you are interested to hear, August. I can call you August, right? All right then... what you want is the information I can give you. What I want is your XO's whiskey of course.

Host CO_Spencer says:
Pez: You may call me August.. just not in front of anyone.. would not do .. :;smiles:: Anyway... oh come on.. we are old friends.. what do you have.. you can tell me..

CTO_Hunter says:
@*TO* I am going to send you some data.  Compare it to all federation samples in the computer. Let me know if you get any matches.

TO_Baggins says:
*CTO* Okay.

CTO_Hunter says:
@::Sends the TO the data::

CSO_MacLeod says:
@XO: Aye sir. ::prepares the computer information to be sent to the Gryphon::

Pez says:
::rubs his hands in anticipation::

CSO_MacLeod says:
@::sends the data to SCI 1::

FCO_Adams says:
CEO: Did you see the readout of the weapons?

CEO_Taylor says:
FCO: Yes, it has a Cardassian signature. Did LR sensors pick up anything? Any other ships?


FCO_Adams says:
CEO: No sir, but I'm still on it. Trying to scan for traces of any ion trails. Negative so far sir.

CMO_Llewellyn says:
::thinks of Michael for a spare moment, while waiving a stimulator over a cracked rib of Turok's::

XO_OMallory says:
@CSO: Work on breaking that code.  I know you can. ::smiles in confidence::

CMO_Llewellyn says:
Self: Dang.

EO_On says:
@XO: I am here, Sir, Where do you need me to repair the damage?

Host CO_Spencer says:
::TL Nears bridge and door opens::

CEO_Taylor says:
TO: Any other ships show up on the LRS?

Pez says:
CO: Well I have some delicacies a woman like you might enjoy. Fabrics as well, although I still believe clothes don't do you justice. ::winks at her::

CSO_MacLeod says:
@XO: The information has been sent already, Commander.  The computer can do it fastest.

XO_OMallory says:
@CSO: Understood.  Good work.

CEO_Taylor says:
FCO: Understood.

CTO_Hunter says:
@::continues his "Safety" Inspection::

MO_Turok says:
::Begins to stir::

XO_OMallory says:
@EO: Engineering.  Make what repairs you can in case we need this ship for battle.

TO_Baggins says:
:: receives data that CTO sent over ::

CMO_Llewellyn says:
::notices Turok stirring:: Oh Good!

EO_On says:
@XO: On my way, Sir.

Pez says:
::refocuses:: CO: But the information I have almost cost me my ship and my cargo... not to mention my life.

CEO_Taylor says:
::is not used to being on the big chair for more than 5 minutes and doesn't know what to do exactly. So he sits there and thinks of what there is to do while everyone is on the AT::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::pretends to find him funny and feigns a laugh moving to her RR:: Pez: Lets talk in here.. FCO: Get me a bottle of whisky.

XO_OMallory says:
@CTO: Any more progress on the 'safety' inspection?

CTO_Hunter says:
@XO: Nothing else yet sir.

CSO_MacLeod says:
@XO: Sir, the information is already in Gryphon's computer.  Do you want me to call them to proceed with the decoding process?

XO_OMallory says:
@CSO: Yes...get them working on cracking the code.

EO_On says:
::is in Pez ship, walking thru the corridor and arriving to Engineering::

CSO_MacLeod says:
@XO: Aye. ::hits comm badge::

Pez says:
FCO: Make that your XO's whisky.

Pez says:
::follows Spencer to the RR::

CMO_Llewellyn says:
MO: Turok you are in sickbay. What is the last thing you remember?

MO_Turok says:
::Groans and opens his eyes, focuses on the CMO::

CSO_MacLeod says:
@COM: Gryphon: MacLeod to bridge..

XO_OMallory says:
@::looks at damage to consoles::


Host CO_Spencer says:
::nods at FCO:: FCO: Get me some of his stash.

Host CO_Spencer says:
::Moves into the RR quickly and waves him a seat::

FCO_Adams says:
::looks at the Captain:: Sir?

Pez says:
::takes the seat, and tugs his Ferengi coat::

Host CO_Spencer says:
*FCO* Have Jenkins get it.

MO_Turok says:
CMO: I was on that Ferengi's ship, a plasma conduit was overloading and I was attempting to fix it.  Apparently, I failed.

CTO_Hunter says:
@::still snooping...errr conducting a safety inspection::

EO_On says:
@::starts to look at the console and I am wondering this need to be repair::

FCO_Adams says:
*CO* Yes Captain, right away.

TO_Baggins says:
:: examines scans of warp signatures and finds nothing:: CEO : No I have no other ships.

CSO_MacLeod says:
@::hits comm badge again:: COM: Gryphon: MacLeod to bridge.

Pez says:
::tilts his head to a side, looking all cool and stuff, the Ferengi way:: CO: So, August... where were we?

CMO_Llewellyn says:
MO: Turok, I don't know about that. You are injured and Pez' ship is basically in one piece.

MO_Turok says:
CMO: Hmmm, well that is good.  What of our attackers?

CEO_Taylor says:
TO: Very well, what is the status of our defensive and offensive systems?

TO_Baggins says:
CEO: All operational at good standings.

CMO_Llewellyn says:
::waives dermal regenerators over Turok’s burns::

EO_On says:
@"Computer" Give me the report of the primary systems.

Host Tim says:
@<Computer> EO: Essential systems are operational.

CTO_Hunter says:
@*TO*Find anything yet?

TO_Baggins says:
@*CTO* Not yet sir.

XO_OMallory says:
@CSO: Find out if any other starships were in the area in the last several days.

CMO_Llewellyn says:
::Thinks: I have got to concentrate and stop thinking about Michael::

CTO_Hunter says:
@XO: I am done inspecting the bridge I going to inspect the cargo area.

CSO_MacLeod says:
@::hits comm badge again:: COM: Gryphon: MacLeod to bridge.

FCO_Adams says:
*Jenkins* Adams to Jenkins. You are to retrieve several bottles of Irish whiskey from Cmdr. O'Mallory's quarters and bring them to the Captain's RR. Is that understood?

XO_OMallory says:
@CTO: Understood...call if you find something.

EO_On says:
@::moves some sensors to make the ship to top efficiency::

CMO_Llewellyn says:
MO: Attackers? All I know is that Pez' ship seems to have been attacked by Cardassians.

CEO_Taylor says:
::thinks of heather's body and then snaps out when TO speaks::

Host CO_Spencer says:
<Jenkins> *FCO* Aye. :;bloody good time for a party he thinks::

CEO_Taylor says:
TO: Good.

CMO_Llewellyn says:
::grows concerned::

CSO_MacLeod says:
@XO: I'll try do crack the code myself, sir.  And what we have here is about that three ships and only.

Host CO_Spencer says:
::sits:: Pez: You were going to tell me everything you know.. and do it willingly. ::eggs him on and smiles::

Pez says:
::feigns some surprise at her statement:: CO: Of course I was! Now... let me see where to begin. Oh yes, I was off to find some information about this top-secret weapon.

Host CO_Spencer says:
::sits up :: Pez: Weapon?

Pez says:
CO: I had to touch a lot of contacts and let me tell you my dear; it was not easy at all.

Host CO_Spencer says:
::pats his hand:: I am sure it was not.

EO_On says:
@"Computer" Give me damage report.

Pez says:
CO: Didn't your XO tell you? I had heard rumors about this new weapon, not entirely legal, that was being developed.

MO_Turok says:
CMO: Perhaps.  There was a Cardassian freighter, however, the Orions were also present.  The captain must know of this.  Where is she?  ::Moves to get off the bed, grimacing::

CSO_MacLeod says:
@::attempts to crack the code taking use of binary algorithms.::

Host CO_Spencer says:
Pez: I knew yes.. but how did you find out?

FCO_Adams says:
::sees Jenkins enter the bridge arms full of bottles::

Host CO_Spencer says:
Pez: Have you made contact in some way with the makers of the weapon?

Pez says:
CO: Anyway, he promised me a bottle of his whiskey if I could find out more information. I could, but then I was ambushed!

CTO_Hunter says:
@::Exits the bridge and heads for the cargo bay doors only to find them locked::

CMO_Llewellyn says:
MO: The Captain is talking to Pez right now. Orions?

FCO_Adams says:
Jenkins: Do be careful with those.

CTO_Hunter says:
@Computer: Open cargo bay doors.

CMO_Llewellyn says:
MO: That's not good.

Host CO_Spencer says:
<Jenkins> ::nods and goes into the RR and lays the bottles down and leaves::

Pez says:
CO: I am an honest merchant August! I have no dealings with those people who are outside the law. But I heard from people 'in the know' that the weapon is going to be tested before it's offered for sale.

Host CO_Spencer says:
Pez: Tested where? ::Nods at Jenkins::

Pez says:
::eyes the bottle appreciatively::

MO_Turok says:
::Moves toward the door::  CMO: Hmmph!  They are pirates and have no honor.  It is well that they are near; we will not have to travel far to destroy them.

FCO_Adams says:
::smiles as Jenkins passes her by::

EO_On says:
::starts to see the damage report at Pez Engineering Console::

CSO_MacLeod says:
@::tries to contact the Gryphon again:: COM: Gryphon: MacLeod to Altsen.

Host CO_Spencer says:
Pez: After our talk I will give them to you.. ::wonders what the XO has found out::

XO_OMallory says:
@*EO* Lt., Report on repairs.

CMO_Llewellyn says:
MO: Turok I am not finished treating you. Sit back down.

Host CO_Spencer says:
<Jenkins> ::winks at the FCO... one of the only sweethearts aboard::


TO_Baggins says:
::runs a decode on data from CTO and cross references with Federation Database::

CEO_Taylor says:
Altsen: I want you to keep constant scans so we'll know if there is another vessel in the area.

Host Tim says:
ACTION: AS MACLEOD PLAYS WITH PEZ' COMPUTER, THE CARGO SECURITY DOOR OPENS

Pez says:
CO: I could not find the coordinates, simply because those ships caught up with me before I could. But I do know it is going to happen in or near this nebula... but on the Cardassian side.

CSO_MacLeod says:
<SO_Altsen> *CSO* Proceed.

CTO_Hunter says:
@::See the doors open and enters the cargo area::

CEO_Taylor says:
TO: I want you to keep an eye on sensors as well, two heads are better than one.

MO_Turok says:
CMO: I will heal.  Klingons are a resilient people.  The captain must know of this attack.

CMO_Llewellyn says:
MO: Don't you think Pez is telling her?

MO_Turok says:
CMO: ::Snorts:: He is a Ferengi, and while he did fight with honor, he cannot be trusted.

CTO_Hunter says:
@*XO* I gained access to the cargo area…

CSO_MacLeod says:
@::sees the cargo door opening:: Self: What?

CEO_Taylor says:
::sits back comfortably::

TO_Baggins says:
CEO: Okay will do.

CSO_MacLeod says:
<SO_Altsen> CEO: Aye, sir.

EO_On says:
@*XO* The essentials systems are operational, I am looking some damage report.

XO_OMallory says:
@*CTO* What do you see in there?

Host CO_Spencer says:
Pez: Will you show me on a stellar map? ::stands:: Where you were headed?

Pez says:
CO: I wasn't headed there... there's nobody to do business with there. Cardassians were left poor after the war.

CTO_Hunter says:
@::looks around the cargo bay::

Host CO_Spencer says:
Pez: You must have some idea...

FCO_Adams says:
::watches the CEO looking quite comfortable::

XO_OMallory says:
@*CTO* I am on my way. ::exits for cargo bay::

TO_Baggins says:
@*CTO* I am running it through the federation database.

CEO_Taylor says:
FCO: Comes with the job description. ::smiles::

EO_On says:
@*XO* The damage reports are: weakened shields, faulty life support, warp core is shaky.

EO_On says:
@*XO* I am working on that, sir.

CSO_MacLeod says:
@XO: Sir, still attempting to crack the code, but it's too hard...  he used too many variables, undefined sequences.

Host CO_Spencer says:
Pez: I need to check on my team.. you may bring your… ::looks at them:: Bottles. ::heads for the door::

Pez says:
CO: Of course. ::takes the bottle and follows Spencer to the bridge::

CTO_Hunter says:
@*XO* Nothing out of the ordinary so far.

CEO_Taylor says:
COM: Pez' ship: XO: Taylor to O'Mallory, what is your status over there?

CTO_Hunter says:
@::pokes around the bay::

FCO_Adams says:
::smirks at Taylor::

TO_Baggins says:
:: continues running scans ::

XO_OMallory says:
@*EO* Do what you can...

EO_On says:
@*XO* I do my best, sir.

CSO_MacLeod says:
@COM: Gryphon: SO: I've sent the computer information to the Gryphon's computer.  Try to crack that code the best way you can and report.

CMO_Llewellyn says:
::taps badge:: *CO* Turok would like to see you... can we meet?

Host CO_Spencer says:
*CMO* Yes is he able to come to the bridge?

CMO_Llewellyn says:
*CO* He insists upon it, I suppose he is well enough. ::sighs::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::waves at the CNS chair for Pez::

XO_OMallory says:
@CSO: Keep trying.  See if Gryphon can get Pez to help us...if he will.

CSO_MacLeod says:
<SO> COM: Pez' ship: CSO: Aye sir, I'll try.

Host CO_Spencer says:
*CMO* Then send him up.. if it is important.  ::knows it is.. ::

TO_Baggins says:
:: keeps an eye on the data CTO sent him ::

XO_OMallory says:
@COM: CEO: O'Mallory here...go ahead.

Pez says:
::takes the CNS's chair and brings up a map of the nebula on the small console attached::


Host Tim says:
ACTION: GRYPHON COMPUTER SENDS BACK TO CSO FERENGI NURSERY RHYMES

CMO_Llewellyn says:
MO: Let's go to the bridge.

CEO_Taylor says:
COM: Pez' ship: XO: What is your status over there?

XO_OMallory says:
@::arrives at cargo bay and goes to CTO::

CMO_Llewellyn says:
::smiles thinking she will get to see Taylor::

CSO_MacLeod says:
<SO> ::receives some information cracked and sends it to CSO::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::listens to CEO and awaits the XO’s answer::

EO_On says:
@::starts to see the Pez ENG console and is redirecting some back up power to the primary systems::

MO_Turok says:
CMO: ::Sighs:: if you think I am well enough to travel.  ::Looks at her and then goes out toward the TL::

TO_Baggins says:
:: computer finishes the cross reference of data ::

CSO_MacLeod says:
<SO> COM: Pez' ship: CSO: I'm sending you back some information already, sir.

XO_OMallory says:
@COM: CEO: Trying to get damaged systems back functioning.  Sent over some data to you.  In cargo bay right now looking around.  Ship appears to have been fired on by Federation ship.  Still don’t know who yet.

CSO_MacLeod says:
@::receives the information and takes a look on it::

EO_On says:
::It's staring to wonder the key word here is power::

CMO_Llewellyn says:
::follows Turok to TL::

TO_Baggins says:
:: examines findings and looks irritated ::


CTO_Hunter says:
@XO: You’re not going to believe this.

XO_OMallory says:
@CTO: What do you have?

CMO_Llewellyn says:
::get in TL with Turok:: Bridge.

CSO_MacLeod says:
@::sees some strange information showing up, raises his eyebrow:: Self: What is that???

Host CO_Spencer says:
<W>*XO* You are right now where? ::hopes Pez did not hear::

FCO_Adams says:
::runs some final scans of the damage and transfers the date to the Captain's data base::

CEO_Taylor says:
COM: Pez' ship: XO: Could the signatures have been faked?

CTO_Hunter says:
@XO: Nothing...that’s the problem.  This place looks squeaky clean...but my gut says there is evidence in here.

Pez says:
::marks an area on the stellar map, and motions for Spencer to take a look:: CO: It will be in this area. ::points at the backside of the Owlston nebula on the Cardassian side, but still in Federation space::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::looks over the region and nods at him::

CEO_Taylor says:
::records XO's status on computer::

Pez says:
::smiles almost adoringly at her::

XO_OMallory says:
@COM: CO: In cargo bay...stand by.  CTO: Nothing...for Pez?

Host CO_Spencer says:
::stand by? humph:: *XO* I need to know if we may proceed.. is his ship operational as of yet?

Pez says:
::legs almost don't make it to the floor and dangle awkwardly::

TO_Baggins says:
@*CTO* I have finished the cross-reference.

EO_On says:
@*CEO* I need more power to the back up systems, maybe we can add more power with our ship; I need some batteries::

CTO_Hunter says:
@*TO* What did you find out?

CSO_MacLeod says:
@*XO* Sir, I got something in here, but it's pretty unusual...

Pez says:
CO: What's that I heard about my cargo bay?

MO_Turok says:
::TL arrives at the bridge and Turok exits::

CMO_Llewellyn says:
::sees Taylor, heart beats a little faster:: ::smiles::

XO_OMallory says:
@::looks around in amazement::  Self; empty...

CSO_MacLeod says:
@*XO* It seems to be some sort of Ferengi nursery rhymes.

TO_Baggins says:
@*CTO* The ships that fired on Pez are Federation ships that are suppose to be in Dry Dock!!!

EO_On says:
@*XO* I get the life support back to normal.

CEO_Taylor says:
::thinks he'll have to act as if nothing is happening when CMO gets on the bridge, we wouldn't want to raise suspicious::

FCO_Adams says:
::looks over at the funny little Ferengi with the big lobes::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::waits for XO::

CSO_MacLeod says:
@::suddenly has the FCO in his mind, but he needs to get focused on his job right now::

TO_Baggins says:
@*CTO* the ships that fired on Pez are Federation ships that are suppose to be in Dry Dock!!!

XO_OMallory says:
@COM: CO: Cargo bay is empty.

CTO_Hunter says:
@*TO* What vessels?

Host CO_Spencer says:
Pez: Do you need our assistance longer? We can take your ship aboard and end the repairs.

XO_OMallory says:
@COM: CO: Not a thing in here...strange for Pez to be sure.

FCO_Adams says:
::listens to the XO reporting in::

CSO_MacLeod says:
<SO> ::runs a sensor sweep in the area::

TO_Baggins says:
:: fills really disturbed at his findings ::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::looks at Pez:: *XO* Alright.

MO_Turok says:
::Goes to the CO::

EO_On says:
@*CEO* Do I have your permission to replace some batteries with ones from the Gryphon and do you think you can materialize near me?

XO_OMallory says:
@CTO: What do we know of the weapons signatures?

Pez says:
CO: What I'd like is an explanation, actually. You were not authorized to enter my cargo bay, but I can hear your XO quite clearly. I feel betrayed.

Host CO_Spencer says:
::sees MO and holds up hand as if to say one second::

CSO_MacLeod says:
@::figures why such thing is encoded on the computer::

CEO_Taylor says:
*EO* Permission granted, I'm beaming them to you now. ::beams batteries close to EO::

XO_OMallory says:
@*CSO* What did you find?

FCO_Adams says:
::spots Turok and frowns::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::Looks dismayed:: Pez: I can assure you it was not intentional.. There is a reason.. I am sure.

CMO_Llewellyn says:
::follows MO to CO, but occasionally glances at Taylor::

EO_On says:
@::Confirming life support back to normal::

CTO_Hunter says:
@XO: It seems that they from a ship in dry dock,

EO_On says:
@*XO* I got the life support back to normal.

CEO_Taylor says:
::can't help but look at Heather::

CSO_MacLeod says:
@*XO* How weird... why does Pez has such thing encoded in his computer?

XO_OMallory says:
@CTO: In dry dock?!  What ship?

Host CO_Spencer says:
::silently curses XO... but then how was he to know Pez was right here::

CTO_Hunter says:
@XO: I’m waiting for that data.

CMO_Llewellyn says:
::feels warm and tingly, smiles::

EO_On says:
::sees the batteries and starts to replace them here at Pez Ship::

CTO_Hunter says:
@*TO* I want all the information on those vessels...

Pez says:
::stands up:: CO: What kind of reason could there be? I risked my life to give you information, yet you are tampering with my locked doors. That is highly unethical.

Host CO_Spencer says:
Pez: I am sure they did not..

MO_Turok says:
::Waits impatiently::

XO_OMallory says:
@*EO* Make it so, then shields...

CSO_MacLeod says:
<SO> ::checks the computer again in order to see if there is another information decoded::

EO_On says:
@*XO* Now I am working on the primary systems.

FCO_Adams says:
::sees Heather and smiles knowingly::

CEO_Taylor says:
::gets up and goes to OPS to take his mind off of Heather::

TO_Baggins says:
@*CTO* They were ships at the battle of Wolf 359.

XO_OMallory says:
@CTO: Why would a Federation starship attack Pez but be in dry dock?  We need more answers...

EO_On says:
::puts the bad batteries in the trash::

CEO_Taylor says:
~~~CMO: How are your shields coming along? ~~~

Pez says:
CO: I have a feeling I will find my doors tampered with. This is not the first time you abuse my trust.

Host CO_Spencer says:
Pez: I can assure you that is not the case, would you care to return to your ship and see for yourself?

CTO_Hunter says:
@XO: No idea.  I am going to have to check with some contacts.

CMO_Llewellyn says:
~~~CEO: Just fine, and yours? ~~~

FCO_Adams says:
::notices the CEO making eyes at Heather trying not to be noticed of course::

CMO_Llewellyn says:
::smiles at Taylor::

CSO_MacLeod says:
@::taps and taps some more, when suddenly gets something:: Self: Aaahh... finally! ::smiles::

Pez says:
CO: Of course I would. And if I find my computer shows anyone tampered with my files or my cargo, you will have another complaint to deal with. ::not smiling anymore::

TO_Baggins says:
:: downloads all info on ships and prepares to transfer to the CTO's padd ::

CEO_Taylor says:
~~~CMO: Good, but since we have "interconnected," I have had uncontrollable thoughts of you. ~~~

CTO_Hunter says:
@*TO* Send the data to my padd.

CSO_MacLeod says:
@::brings some information to viewscreen::

CMO_Llewellyn says:
~~~CEO: Indeed. It is just the energy, it will pass. ~~~

CEO_Taylor says:
::looks at Heather and sees that FCO sees him so he gets his eyes back on the console::

TO_Baggins says:
@*CTO* I am sending you all the information to your padd.

Host CO_Spencer says:
Pez: you may return, but listen to me.. if you are carrying anything that is harmful to anyone in this sector.. I will personally see to it that your traveling license is revoked.. ::does not appreciate feeling like a thief::

Pez says:
CO: Save your threats. ::looking all dignified or thinking he does:: And make sure your crew cover their tracks before I find the evidence of their illegal activities on “my” property.

Pez says:
::heads towards the TL, of course carrying his bottles::

EO_On says:
@"Computer" Give me new reports of the shields?

CSO_MacLeod says:
@*XO* Commander, I'm getting his flight plan over here. ::smiles while taps::

CEO_Taylor says:
~~~CMO: Will it?? We can't know for sure!~~~ ::is sweating a bit::

CTO_Hunter says:
@*TO* Yes I see thanks.

CTO_Hunter says:
@::Reviews the padd::

TO_Baggins says:
:: transfers data ::

CMO_Llewellyn says:
~~~CEO: I think so. ~~~ ::feels unsure::

CEO_Taylor says:
::feels her feeling of uncertainty and is even more unsure::

CTO_Hunter says:
@XO: I got the data on my padd. ::shows the XO the padd::

MO_Turok says:
PEZ: Silence Pahtk!  You dare call us thieves!  ::Steps forward::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::raises a brow at him *XO* Please finish up your interior scans of his ship.. and bring home the repair team.. fixed or not.

Host Tim says:
ACTION: WARP CORE TEMPERATURE ON PEZ' SHIP RISES TO EMERGENCY LEVEL

CEO_Taylor says:
::raises head at MO and raises eyebrows::

CMO_Llewellyn says:
::hears MO:: Turok! ::puts arm on his, gently::

Host CO_Spencer says:
::startled:: MO That will be enough!

XO_OMallory says:
@COM: CO: Aye Captain.

EO_On says:
@"Computer" Cool down the warp core reactor.

Host Tim says:
@<Computer> EO: Warp core is at nominal temperature.

Pez says:
::faces the MO::MO: I said nothing of the sort. Ask your Captain anyway; she knows what I'm talking about.

CTO_Hunter says:
@::shows the XO the data on the USS Unicorn, an Excelsior class starship::

Pez says:
::rolls his eyes, this ship and their Klingons, they're all absolutely non-friendly, ever::

CSO_MacLeod says:
@::observes his flight plan::

XO_OMallory says:
@CTO: We need to show that Captain that.

FCO_Adams says:
CO: Captain, picking up temperature increase on Pez' ship.

CMO_Llewellyn says:
MO: Please Turok, no offense was meant, I am certain. Pez: Right?

Host CO_Spencer says:
Pez: Please.. I know this can be explained, give me a minute with the XO.. I am sure he will be able to tell us what happened.

CEO_Taylor says:
CO: Sir, sensors are picking up dangerous levels of temperatures on Pez' Warp Core...

MO_Turok says:
CO: Captain!  I do not understand how you can allow this gargh to insult you and the crew.

Host CO_Spencer says:
::looks at the MO with a grim look:: MO Quiet.

MO_Turok says:
::Stands back, grinding his teeth::

XO_OMallory says:
@CTO: Gather all we can on this.

FCO_Adams says:
CO: His warp core is at dangerous levels.

XO_OMallory says:
@CTO: Good work...

Pez says:
CO: Besides the fact that he searched my ship without my permission?

Host CO_Spencer says:
Pez: It sounds as if your ship is ready to blow.. care to help us?

CTO_Hunter says:
@XO: Shall I beam back?

CMO_Llewellyn says:
::grows concerned, but knows if there is trouble Michael will be by her side::

CEO_Taylor says:
::imagines Turok as a diplomat on the Ferengi home world... that must be a capital punishment::


XO_OMallory says:
@CSO: Flight plan?  Great...get it to the Gryphon.

TO_Baggins says:
:: continues to gather info on the ships ::

FCO_Adams says:
CEO: Do you have the same readings?

EO_On says:
@"Computer" What was the increasing of the warp core reactor?

Host Tim says:
@<Computer> EO: Warp core reactor has not increased. It is the same size.

CSO_MacLeod says:
@*XO* Aye, preparing transfer for SCI 1. ::prepares the flight plan transfer::

CEO_Taylor says:
FCO: I concur.

FCO_Adams says:
CEO: Pez' warp core is reaching critical.

Pez says:
::almost yelling:: CO: So your crew is going to blow up my ship to erase the evidence against them?

Host CO_Spencer says:
::gets in his face:: Pez: Lets stop it before it does blow.. CEO: Can we stop this?

Host Tim says:
<<<Pause Mission>>>
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